Objects in an environment affect electromagnetic waves. While this effect varies across frequencies, there exists a correlation between them, and a model with enough capacity can capture this correlation between the measurements in different frequencies. In this paper, we propose the Wi2Vi model for associating variations in the WiFi channel state information with video frames. The proposed Wi2Vi system can generate video frames entirely using CSI measurements. The produced video frames by the Wi2Vi provide auxiliary information to the conventional surveillance system in critical circumstances. Our implementation of the Wi2Vi system confirms the feasibility of constructing a system capable of deriving the correlations between measurements in different frequency spectrums.
INTRODUCTION
Electromagnetic (EM) waves carry out most information we sense in this world. We perceive our surroundings using their visual range, i.e., visible light. Wireless communications use lower frequency ranges of the EM waves spectrum, i.e., radio frequencies (RF). We sense visible light using our eyes, and we have created communication systems to sense and use radio frequencies.
We recognize the existence of objects in the environment by their effect on EM waves, like the reflection of light and other EM waves off an object. Even though the effect of an object on EM waves varies as the frequency of the EM waves varies, there is a correlation between the measurements in different frequencies. Specifically, the measurements in RF ranges and optical range are correlated as they represent the existence of the same objects in the environment. Due to the complex relationship between the measurements in different frequencies, there is no mathematical scheme that can explain this duality. However, a model with enough capability can infer an association between these complex changes, resulting in mapping from one domain to another.
Application of the similarity between the visible and RF spectrum has been used in the literature before, for example, ray tracing [1] used in RF propagation modeling has its origins in optics [2] , and the similarities between EM waves in RF and visible spectrum has made it reasonable to model the wireless channel using ray tracing models.
A method to translate information from other frequency ranges of the EM spectrum to our visual range can extend our comprehension of the world. Complete translation from one of part of the EM spectrum to another is a complex task since various materials affect EM waves in separate frequencies differently. Two substances can have a similar effect on EM waves in one frequency range and have a widely different effect in another. This is the main reason that finding even a partial relationship between the two bands is very challenging though precious.
To overcome this inherent complexity, in this paper, we present a machine learning model for translating the perceived data in the WiFi spectrum to visual data, see figure 1. Our model uses the CSI data from the commercially off the shelf (COTS) WiFi access points (APs) as a measurement of the environment in the WiFi frequency spectrum (step 1 in figure 1 ). The CSI Encoder then extracts information in the latent RF domain (step 2 in figure 1 ). The Domain Translator associates the latent RF domain to the latent visual domain (step 3 in figure 1). The Frame Decoder finally generates images with details on the static background and dynamic objects like the human subject in the environment from the information in the latent visual domain (step 4 in figure 1 ). Running this procedure on a time series of CSI data, Wi2Vi (WiFi-to-Video) can generate video frames as if a camera from the scene has captured them.
As far as we know, the proposed Wi2Vi model is the first model able to create a video sequence of the human subject and the background objects in the environment entirely from the WiFi CSI sample sequence. The Wi2Vi model partially extracts the underlying correlation between CSI measurements with the scene's video frames and uses this to generate video frames for critical situations when the actual video frames are not accessible.
The Wi2Vi model uses the ration explained in the beginning (figure 1), and is implemented as a deep neural network in three parts. Firstly, The model extracts information about the object (human occupant) using the initial CSI Encoder layers. After this, the translation layers render this information from the WiFi spectrum's latent domain to the visual spectrum's latent domain. Lastly, the Frame Decoder layers generate images from the given underlying representation in the visual spectrum.
We have also developed new unique methods in the data preprocessing, to deal with the limits in CSI data obtained from COTS devices, making it possible to generate video sequences from CSI sequences from a single receiver AP with only three antennas. Unlike most previous studies, our approach does not require any specific hardware calibration procedure.
Previous studies in WiFi imaging, e.g., [3] use modified WiFi setups with multiple APs and provide limited results using radar-based approaches. Apart from their limitations and costs in implementations, their results are limited since they ignore the underlying translation in EM wave spectrums. Our deep model extracts this translation using the camera output in the initial training phase. The execution phase of the Wi2Vi model only requires CSI samples, massively limiting its deployment cost.
Reference [4] has recently developed a model to percept humans using WiFi CSI. Their work is an augmentation of their previous studies in human pose estimation using WiFi measurements [5] , [6] . They focus on the human perception problem, estimating pose, and the related parameters in human perception, however, we are focusing on translating data from RF measurements (CSI data) into the visual spectrum. We have taken the occupant's sensing as a demonstration for our work since it has fashionable practical applications. Even though our evaluations for the Wi2Vi model is more focused on the human occupant, our model can be developed and used to translate CSI measurements in other environments with limited dynamics to the visual domain.
Prior work related to our problem, i.e., creating video sequences using WiFi signals are mainly categorized under WiFi imaging. WiFi imaging techniques fall into two categories: Ghost imaging using scattering models and radartheory based imaging. Even though our objective is related to them, our approach to model the relationship is entirely different, and Wi2Vi is the first model able to deliver video from the CSI data stream. Machine learning models were previously used in wireless sensing (WS) field for tasks like localization, gesture and activity recognition, and pose estimation. Our main contributions in this work are as follows • Proposing a new approach to the WiFi imaging prob-lem, RF spectrum to visual spectrum mapping via machine learning • Implementing Wi2Vi system using commercial off the shelf (COTS) devices, creating video frames from WiFi CSI measurements • Introducing a new approach to sync video and camera data, a requirement for generating video frames from the CSI data.
• Proposing a new data augmentation method based on the dropout [7] , which we named "dropin"
RELATED WORKS
In this section we briefly review previous studies related to our problem.
WiFi Sensing
WiFi is the most common wireless technology used in almost all indoor environments. Hence using it to sense comes at no cost. Wireless sensing (WS) dates back to wireless sensor networks (WSN) studies. Similar to WSN, some early studies in WiFi sensing use WiFi received signal strength indicator (RSSI) signals for probing the environment, and for sensing. OFDM and MIMO technologies adopted in 802.11n/ac provide better channel monitoring capabilities at the WiFi receiver side, and open source projects, e.g., CSI tool [8] and Atheros CSI tool [9] provide researchers with convenient access methods to capture CSI data. These projects have enabled researchers to investigate wireless sensing further using WiFi CSI. Ever since then, researchers applied WS to different problems.
Several comprehensive surveys on WS in general, e.g, [10] , [11] and other surveys on the applications of WS, e.g., [12] , [13] , [14] have reviewed recent trends of this field in details.
Pose estimation
The escalating augmented reality (AR) era requires estimating human posture and gestures. Among the device free approaches for satisfying this requirement, vision-based systems are the most adopted scheme [15] . But they face two issues: 1) Specific lighting requirements 2) Privacy violation. Low light and high contrast scenes degrade the accuracy of the pose estimation in such systems. A third party attacker may compromise the security of the system, and data leak from the installed cameras in households can result in serious violation of the user's privacy. WS can provide an acceptable solution to the pose estimation without facing these issues.
The recently proposed "Person in WiFi" model [4] generates joint heat maps and part affinity fields from WiFi signals. These parameters express the human pose for pose estimation purposes. The neural network model they use first upsamples the CSI samples, then employs multiple Resnet and UNet structures to regress the pose parameters. The 2D body segmentation mask they reconstruct is a binary-valued image of the person. Hence, this mask has similarities to the results we present for the first use case of the Wi2Vi model. Our goal and modeling structure are entirely different from [4] . Moreover, the second use case that we present differentiates our objective and emphasize on capabilities of the Wi2Vi model. 
WiFi Imaging
The Wision [16] approach is an early study in WiFi imaging and has used the 2D Fourier transform to discriminate the arriving rays in different directions. After this pioneering study on the application of WiFi signals for imaging purposes, two major approaches for imaging using WiFi signals are initiated.
The first approach use radar principles and apply them to CSI data for generating images [17] . Radar-based approaches focus on differentiating between wireless signal reflection paths and extracting the rays bouncing off the human body. The multiple signal classification (MUSIC) method is the primary choice in these scehemes for distinguishing reflecting paths [3] , [18] . Since the reflected path from the human body is the reflection from the transmitter signal, i.e., coherent to the transmitted signal, the smooth MUSIC is a more logical choice [19] .
The second approach to use WiFi transmissions for creating an image is to use scattering principles and microwave imaging theorems for modeling the imaging problem [20] .
Reference [20] used the holography principles on raw signal measurements in the WiFi band, i.e., non-CSI data. They acquired measurements in a phase-coherent fashion by two antennas, a fixed reference antenna, and a scanning antenna moving in a 2D plane. They were able to produce holograms of metal objects using these measurements.
Reference [21] and [22] use microwave ghost imaging principles in distributed antenna settings to approach the problem. WiFi transmissions include a known preamble part, which helps in extracting CSI and data recovery, and a random data payload part. Unlike radar-based approaches were the CSI part of WiFi transmissions is the data source for developing images, in ghost imaging, incoherence and randomness in the data part of WiFi transmissions are favored and utilized. The main weakness of ghost imaging approaches is the numerous signal acquisition points required.
Even though reference [23] 's objective was not imaging, it has recently considered the possibility of detecting the object's location and type using WiFi signals. Their IntuWition model captures the polarization of the reflecting waves from objects in an environment and enables them to demonstrate that it is possible to infer material properties.
WI2VI OVERVIEW
As mentioned previously in section 1, the human occupant imaging is selected in our use cases of the Wi2Vi model. In this practical scenario, Wi2Vi acts as an additional modality to augment the visual perception of the environment (figure 2). The augmented information is the environment and occupant's ghost image and can have a significant impact when the primary visual system fails.
As it is depicted in figure 2a and 2b, this practical problem has two phases. In normal conditions, the Wi2Vi system trains and updates itself using the available images from the surveillance system's camera. As depicted in figure  2b in critical conditions such as the time the room is filled with smoke or fog, or when the camera's output image quality is compromised, the conventional surveillance system fails to deliver acceptable outputs. In these situations, the previously trained Wi2Vi system generates video frames as images of humans inside the environment. In this paper, the camera and AP are assumed to be static, and their positions are assumed to be identical during both phases. Compared to the camera output, the quality and clarity of the generated video from the CSI data is limited, but in critical situations, every bit of information counts. Figure 3 depicts the steps in Wi2Vi model development. As we will discuss in the following sections and in order to develop the model, CSI samples and video frames are acquired and preprocessed. The polished data samples are then synchronized and stored in a training dataset. Wi2Vi uses CSI samples to generate video frames and uses captured video frames to estimates it's error and optimize it's performance.
The system uses CSI signals to generate video frames; see right side of figure 3. If we denote the CSI data with x and video frames as y, we can express our Wi2Vi model as
The dataset sample pairs (x, y) are CSI samples and video frames required for Wi2Vi training. During the training phase, the model denoted as f is optimized using x and y pairs stored in the training dataset, which we denote as D. The solid lines on the right side of figure 3 denote this video frame generation flow. The training phase solves the following optimization problem over the model parameters,
The model updates its parameters using the error between f (x) and the paired video frame in dataset y. The dashed lines in figure 3 represent this model update flow. The loss function, denoted as L in (2) assumptions and knowledge on model parameters. Conventional choices for the loss function in image generation problems are the L2 and L1 norms on the output error. We chose the L1 distance between the actual video frame and what the Wi2Vi model predicted since it produces a model with sharper output images. Wi2Vi is a deep neural network, hence the stochastic optimization with Adam optimizer [24] is our optimization technique of choice.
In the practical scenario depicted in figure 2, the Wi2Vi system determines the relationship between CSI variations due to human presence in the room and its visual mapping to the camera output. The human body changes the reflection pattern of wireless signals according to the multipath signal propagation model [25] .
where x ch. input (t) and x ch. output (t) are the channel input and output signals and n(t) represents the noise in channel. Each reflection path i face a different attenuation factor α(i) and has a delay τ i (t) before reaching the receiving end. Hence the CSI data varies according to the position of all objects in the environment including the human occupants. The Wi2Vi learns these variations using its CSI Encoder part, translates this information to visual information, and creates the video frames using its Frame decoder part (figure 1).
Data Preparation

Data Acquisition
The Wi2Vi requires a transmitter-receiver pair of APs and a camera. Figure 4 shows our setup for signal acquisition. In this setup, the receiver AP and the camera were placed on one side of the room (right side of figure 4a). The transmitter AP was placed on the table at the other side of the room (left side of figure 4a). We provide more details on this setup configuration in section 4.2.
A. Camera's video frames: While the APs capture CSI data in both the training and execution phase, the camera only captures video frames during the model training phase. Thus the surveillance camera we use for capturing video frames may be removed after this data acquisition phase. The "dropin" method we discuss in section 3.2 will considerably reduce the signal acquisition duration, i.e., camera presence, by enabling the CSI data augmentation. These improve the privacy concerns of persons regarding the presence of a camera in the room.
B. CSI measurements:
The CSI is an estimate of the channel frequency response (CFR), and the receiver AP measures it for every packet reaching its physical layer. The receiver estimates the channel response in the frequency domain for all transmit-receive antenna pairs via the model defined in (4) .
In this equation, the i represents the frequency (subcarrier index) at which we are estimating the channel response. H i is a matrix of size N T X × N RX and includes all transmitreceive antenna pairs. N i is the noise part on each receiver antenna Y i and has the same dimension, N RX . X i is the preamble signal of dimension N T X from the transmit antennas. The preamble length varies according to the wireless link speed but has a known structure to the receiver. For a fixed subcarrier index i, the ratio of the known x t and the received y r , estimates the channel response for subcarrier i, between transmit antenna t and receive antenna r.
Since h r,t is complex-valued, we can represent it in amplitude and phase representation as (6) . h r,t = |h r,t |e j∠hr,t
We have the channel matrix estimate for each subcarrier from the OFDM subcarriers. Hence our channel estimate is a complex-valued 3D tensor with dimensions of subcarrier index, transmit and receive antenna numbers.
For a typical 802.11n setup with MIMO capability, each AP has three antennas, and in 20M Hz bandwidth mode, there are 56 subcarriers, which results in a CSI tensor of size 56 × 3 × 3. Figure 5 depicts a CSI tensor for this case and we will refer to this CSI sample structure as S i from now on. Unfortunately, the CSI values reported by the COTS APs are not the exact CFR [26] as they experience different noise, interference sources, and signal degradations. Moreover, wireless network interface cards, e.g., Intel-5300, normalize the CSI values according to the RSSI value before reporting them. Nevertheless, the CSI data reported by the WiFi devices is related to the CFR, and WS models can extract required information for their task.
Data preprocessing
The preprocessing stage in figure 3 process CSI and video data and prepares the training dataset from the acquired data. Since we will present two use cases for the Wi2Vi (1, 1) , h (1, 2) , h (1, 3) h (2, 1) , h (2, 2) , h (2, 3) h (3, 1) , h (3, 2) , h (3, 3) h (1, 1) , h (1, 2) , h (1, 3) h (2, 1) , h (2, 2) , h (2, 3) h (3, 1) , h (3, 2) , h (3, 3) Fig. 6 . Data preprocessing steps for the two evaluations model, two related preprocessing modes are preformed. Figure 6 depicts the overlapping nature of these preprocessing modes. We will now explain these steps according to their data scope. A. The video frames: The video frames are preprocessed before being synchronized to be stored in the training dataset. The preprocessing steps for the video frames are depicted in figure 6 with the details as below:
A.1 Color to grayscale conversion: At first, we transfer the acquired video frames from the color images to grayscale images, part A in figure 6 .
A.2 Downsampling and resizing: The indoor scene changes mostly happen at a low rate. Hence, the video samples from the camera are very correlated. In order to obtain a diverse and compact dataset, we reduce this redundancy by downsampling the video frames in time. The triangles in figure 7 (above the gridded timeline in the middle) represent video frames captured by the camera and the black triangles in the second row of figure 7 represent the video frames downsampled in time by three.
To match the captured video frames to our model's output dimensions, another function the downsampling does is resizing the grayscale frames, i.e., downsampling in space, step B in figure 6 .
A.3 Background removed images: For the use cases where we are interested in visualizing the object's dynamics, we can focus the model's attention on the dynamics in the environment, i.e., humans in the scene like the practical scenario we presented in figure 2, using the basic frame differencing approach, step C in figure 6.
Since we have assumed a static camera and AP setup, the background is static and may be estimated once using scenes with no dynamic objects, e.g., human subjects. We do not assume anything on the dynamic objects, and the Wi2Vi model is able to understand the dynamic effects of any object it senses during the training phase.
A.4 Visual sample weighting: Another obstacle our video generating model faces is the simple fact that the objects closer to the camera produce a larger visual footprint due to the camera's perspective. If we use preprocessed video frames naively, the model biases to the samples relating to objects nearer to the camera. This bias prevents the effective modeling of CSI to video frames by Wi2Vi. Hence, to compensate for this bias, we add a regularizing weight term to each video frame used for training, step D in figure 6 .
The visual sample weight we use for each frame consists of multiple rectangular masks (the green rectangles in the dataset sample in the middle of figure 3 ) and a weight term proportional to objects spread in the visual field (defined as O(f rame i )).
We define the objects spread in the visual field as the number of pixels in the background removed video frame, B(f rame i ).
In (8), # represents the number of elements, and P is the total number of pixels in the video frame.
B. The CSI data:
In order to use raw CSI measurements that are collected on the physical layer of the receiver AP, we have to adjust two issues: a) Variable time lag between CSI measurements, b) Known phase uncertainties. We deal with the latter in the data preprocessing and leave the former to section 3.2.
B.1 Removing variable time lags:
The transmitter transmits a preamble at the beginning of each packet, and thus the receiver obtains a channel estimate each time it receives a packet. In WS, the application on the transmitting AP periodically transmits packets to the receiver and stops for a fixed period between each transmission. This procedure results in channel estimates at nearly a constant speed, but the receiver drops packets with physical layer error. Hence, the exact time lag between CSI samples is variable. The dropin approach presented in section 3.2 solves not only this issue but also augments the dataset.
B.2 Phase sanitization:
As it is widely known, raw CSI samples need phase sanitization before any use [26] , [27] . In our data preprocessing, step E in figure 6 , we sanitize the the phase of consecutive CSI samples using the linear sanitization scheme suggested in [28] . CSI phase sanitization derives α 1 and α 0 using (9). In (9), φ f is the phase of CSI measurement at subcarrier index f and f ∈ {1, ..., F }.
To obtain the sanitized phase values, (10) uses these two values.φ
Synchronization of Video frames and CSI samples
The synchronization of the two data streams used by Wi2Vi has a critical impact on model performance. The asynchronous data stream degrades the model ability in demystifying the mapping from the CSI samples to the video frames.
In the channel probing method discussed earlier, the transmitter's actual time of packet transmission may vary due to the traffic load in its network stack, and on the receiving end, random packet detection time results in considerable time jitter between the CSI samples. This time lag varies the time between CSI samples and degrades the periodicity of received CSI samples and their accordance with video frames. Hence, relying on counting the CSI samples index in time for synchronizing the CSI and video stream is incorrect. To solve this problem, using the available time trace of CSI and video frame samples, we synchronize the downsampled (in time) video frames with CSI samples by selecting n-nearest CSI samples in time to the frame's capturing time, and call them the video frame's temporal neighborhood (FTN).
The time difference between the video frame and CSI samples in each FTN is not fixed. For example, in figure 7 , for each three video frames, eight CSI samples are captured. Since eight is not devisable by three, after four synchronized FTNs, and in the fifth FTN, a CSI sample is lagged back nearly enough to let another sample get near to the temporal neighborhood. In figure 7 , the gray sample adjacent to the fifth temporal neighborhood is entering the fifth FTN. Hence, in the sixth neighborhood (which is not shown in figure 7 ), a CSI sample needs to be shifted when we select the sixth FTN.
The Dataset samples
Following the preprocessing and synchronization procedure discussed earlier, downsampled video frames with their corresponding phase sanitized CSI samples in FTN are stored as dataset samples. The right table in figure 7 clarifies the samples acquired, stored, and used on each dataset's data query.
The dropin layer
Even though we can capture several samples for training Wi2Vi, capturing more samples requires more time, memory, and technical effort. We reduce the duration data acquisition procedure by proposing a new approach to augment captured samples. The proposed "dropin" layer for this task highly improves the model robustness to the random time lag between CSI samples mentioned earlier.
The dropin adds randomness in the model's input and has similarities to the widely appreciated and utilized dropout technique [7] . The dropin layer randomly selects some samples from the CSI samples in FTN and reduces the sample's dimension in this way. Each CSI sample in FTN is a tensor S i ∈ C 56×3×3 ( figure 5 ). Hence we can represent the CSIs in FTN as X, by concatenating CSI samples,
where X ∈ C n×size(Si) and (.) T represents the matrix transpose operation. So, the model's input data tensor is represented as X, and we can now define the dropin layer denoted as D dropin by
In this equation, X T is the dropin layer's output. For the case where we have n time samples for each dataset sample, and we want to select k one of them to be used as the input of the next layer, D dropin is a matrix of size n × k with one non-zero element in each column equal to one. The D dropin matrix can be easily constructed by randomly selecting k columns of the identity matrix of size n. Note that D dropin is varied randomly on every data use by the model. The bottom row of circles in figure 7 depicts the randomly selected CSI samples for each FTN using a n = 3 and k = 2 dropin layer. As an example, the D dropin s corresponding to FTN#1 and FTN#2 in figure 7 are
The dropin layer forces the model to learn the structures and forget the exact timing and orders, which means better generalization since the actual timings are not accurate. Since the randomness happens at every data fetch from the dataset, the model sees a new CSI sample at each epoch, even if we set the batch size to one. This may be interpreted as creating a new dataset with the size equal to the number of all combinations available in selecting randomly in the dropin layer.
The Wi2Vi Model
We now explain how the Wi2Vi model translates the CSI data to video frames. The proposed deep model includes multiple layers stacked for the image generation task. The intuition behind developing such a model is that the environment is the same, and the CSI readings and camera video frames are two types of measurements from the same underlying environment. Figure 1 demonstrate this causal relationship and figure 8 shows the full network structure. The dropin layer defined in section 3.2 reduces the dataset samples dimension in time before it reaches the Wi2Vi model. The Wi2Vi model includes three parts, which will be explained in details below: CSI Encoder, Domain Translator, Frame decoder.
CSI encoder
The CSI encoder is responsible for getting the CSI samples in FTN and generating its representation in the CSI's latent space. This latent space should capture some features out of the CSI samples such that the rest of the Wi2Vi model can produce their corresponding video frame. To construct such an encoder, we have used a deep convolutional neural network. More specifically, the CSI encoder consists of five 2D convolutional layers, with instance normalization and relu activation function.
Domain translator
The CSI encoder generates a latent domain representation of the CSI measurements. The next task is to generate the corresponding video frame from this latent domain representation. However, applying the Frame decoder directly on this latent domain representations does not lead to video frames with satisfying visual quality. It is mainly due to that, even though CSI measurements and video frames are acquired in the same environment, they are in very different domains. The Domain Translator block uses the canonical fully connected layer, followed by three convolutional blocks for this task. Domain translation starts with a fully connected (a linear and a leaky relu layer) that reduces the data dimensions by a factor of approximately three. This bottleneck structure burdens the model capacity, preventing it from overfitting to the train samples.
Frame Decoder
The last part of Wi2Vi generates video frames from the translated latent domain representation. Wi2Vi's Frame Decoder network consists of two parts. Three ResNet [29] parts firstly create the video frame in low dimensions and an upsampling part, which increases the output size, generating output video frames with the desired resolution. Each Resnet part has two convolutional blocks with a sum connection, and each upsampling block has an upsampling (by two) layer followed by a convolutional block which smoothes the upsampling results.
IMPLEMENTATION AND EVALUATION
Implementations
We evaluate the proposed Wi2Vi model in two different use cases.
In our first use case, we aim at visualizing object's dynamic in the environment. In this use case, the model was trained on background removed video frames since we are not interested in the static background part of the video frames.
In our second use case, we consider the visualizing the full scene and video frame generation. In this setting, the Wi2Vi model produces video frames with a static background and dynamic subject information. The preprocessing of the video frames does not include background subtraction in this case (part E in figure 6 ).
Evaluation Setup
For evaluation, we collected data in a 30 minutes long acquisition session. The room and the setup used for acquisition are depicted in figure 4 . The room's dimensions were 9.5m x 6.5m, and as the APs were capturing CSI samples, a person was walking around the desk in the center of the room.
Camera's Video Frames: A Sony-alpha6000 camera captured the video data at 30 frames per second in VGA resolution (640 x 480) during the CSI signal acquisition. In the preprocessing phase, we reduced the frame size by two (320 x 240) and downsampled the frame rate by five, resulting in 6 video frames per second.
The preprocessing steps introduced in section 3.1.2 for both use cases were carried out accordingly, and the data streams were synchronized (section 3.1.3).
CSI Measurements: A transmit-receiver pair of Atheros APs with the modified driver [9] was capturing the CSI data-trace during the test. We set the transmitter delay between packets to 10 msec resulting an approximately 100 CSI captures per second. APs work in 3x3 MIMO, 20 MHz bandwidth mode. Hence, CSI samples returned by the driver have 56 subcarriers, three by three complex figure 5 ). Each video frame stored in the dataset was associated with 29 CSI samples in FTN. This temporal neighborhood size results maximum CSI sample lag of approximately ±150 msec. Since we have downsampled video frames in time from 30 fps to 6 fps, the time difference between consecutive frames is 166.7 msec, which is close to our maximum CSI sample lag, creating approximately 50% overlap between FTNs (figure 9).
Environment Conditions: Throughout the signal acquisition, four persons were present in the room. One of these people was the main subject and randomly moved inside the room. We exclude samples obtained while other peoples have major movements since we focus on the single person scenario in this paper. However, small movements in other objects, e.g., the seats were also present in the data.
Train and Test Dataset: The resulting total number of samples in our dataset was 8, 300. We trained the model on the first 7, 885 samples (95%) in the dataset, and the remaining last 415 samples (5%) were used as the validation and test samples. For a better comparison of the results in the two parts, we conducted both evaluations with the same datasets.
Training Configurations: In training the model for both evaluations, the learning rate used in the model updates started from 0.002 and was reduced 4.5% every five epochs. The training procedure includes 1000 epochs with a batch size of 32.
RESULTS
We will now review the results obtained for the two use cases presented before. In the first use case, the model only visualizes the object's dynamics in the environment registered in background removed video frames, and in the second use case, the model targets visualizing the full scene (static and dynamic objects) in the scene using video frames.
Use case I: Visualizing Object's Dynamic
Training the Wi2Vi model with background removed video frames, Wi2Vi can produce similar video frames with the dynamic subject and no static background. Figure 10 depicts ten frames of the resulting video sequence in the evaluation of the Wi2Vi model over the test samples. Since we have separated train and test samples in time, the model had not seen the desired video output for these samples and is solely employing its knowledge acquired from the train samples. In this figure, the first row depicts real frame samples. The second and the third row include the actual and model outputted background-subtracted video frames, respectively. The fourth row depicts the background imposed model outputs, where for better comparison with the first row, model output is overlayed by red color. The fifth row represents the Wi2Vi input data, i.e., the CSI data in FTN.
The generalization of the Wi2Vi model is acceptable in nine out of ten video frames depicted in figure 10, and the model has produced unsatisfactory results in the ninth column. The visual quality of the produced video frames suffice basic surveillance needs, e.g., human presence detection and location estimation.
Compared to the previous studies in WiFi imaging, e.g., [3] , the Wi2Vi significantly outperforms in output image (video frame) quality and execution requirements. Reference [3] produces images using five APs (one transmitter and four receivers). Moreover, they use a customized antenna configuration for the receiver APs. Since the Wi2Vi only uses two APs without any modifications, a direct fair comparison of [3] and Wi2Vi is not possible.
To observe the evolution of the Wi2Vi model during training, figure 11 depicts the model output for a fixed CSI sample from the train and test datasets in different epochs. The epoch number for drawing the output image is chosen exponentially to depict the convergence more accurately. In figure 11 , the column on the right includes the actual background removed video frames, i.e., target outputs.
As it can be seen in figure 11 , after the first epoch, the model has realized the empty frame, i.e., no dynamic information in most area of the output video frame, and it has taken it twenty train epochs to understand the appropriate output according to the dynamics in the CSI data.
The samples on the first and the second rows of figure  11 are deliberately picked to have close visual domain Fig. 13 . Wi2Vi Model convergence for a fixed sample from the train data and a similar data from the test data in the second evaluation representation. As it is noticeable, the Wi2Vi model has differentiated in small details of the subject's posture. This differentiation exposes the model generalization ability.
Use case II: Visualizing Full Scene
For our second Wi2Vi model use case, we consider generating video frames with background information. The model has to learn the static background information along with the dynamic objects (the human moving in the environment). Figure 12 depicts ten frames that the Wi2Vi model has produced from the CSI test samples. The model's performance has decreased compared to the results presented for the previous use case since we have used the same model structure and training configuration for a more complicated task. The full modeling of objects is very challenging. However, the model was able to differentiate between the static background and the dynamic human, results depicted in figure 12 point out the model's failure in creating video frames two and nine.
Similar to the results presented for the use case one, figure 13 portrays how the model's parameters convergence affects the produced output during the model training. As it can be observed, the model was able to determine static background details after the first epoch of training and has focused on the dynamics afterward.
Sample Generated Videos
The video frames we presented in figures 10 and 12 might not be clear enough. Therefore we have also provided the GIF files containing the original video frames and the generated video sequences for the two evaluation in https : //github.com/mhkef ayati/W i2V i.git.
CONCLUSION
There exist a correlation between the effect of objects in the environment between different frequency spectrums. The Wi2Vi model proposed in this paper extracts this correlation between the CSI data in the WiFi 2.4 GHz band and the video frames in the visual spectrum. After a brief sample acquisition session, the Wi2Vi system produces video frames entirely using WiFi CSI. The Wi2Vi is robust to visual domain signal limitations, e.g., specific lighting conditions. Furthermore, Wi2Vi only uses video frames for the initial training phase, and the camera may be removed during system execution, improving privacy concerns in conventional video surveillance systems.
We have presented results for two use cases of the Wi2Vi system implemented using commercial off the shelf (COTS) Atheros WiFi chipsets. The results obtained on both use cases confirm the Wi2Vi ability to produce dynamic and static visual information using CSI measurements entirely. Aside from the unique network structure of the Wi2Vi model, the satisfying performance of the Wi2Vi model relies on our data preparation, and the novel "dropin" layer that virtually enhances the dataset size and improves the model's robustness to the existing jitter in CSI measurements in COTS devices.
